


Preface

In 2009, we published the book “Frontiers in Molecular Spectroscopy” contain-

ing 19 chapters by eminent authors in the field. From that time, the field of

molecular spectroscopy has continued to move forward, and it has been found

appropriate to have 10 of the previous chapters that authors discuss their most

recent results. In addition, 11 additional chapters will discuss the results from

other research groups.

The preface to the previous book began with a historical perspective of

spectroscopy, and since the early history has not changed, it will be repeated

here:

Although Aristotle recognized that light was necessary for color to exist and

Aristophanes made use of lenses before 400 BC, the origins of spectroscopy are

perhaps best traced back to Newton’s observation of a spectrum obtained from a

prism in 1666. A dozen years later, Huygens proposed the wave theory of light.

Other developments in optics, physics, and chemistry ensued over the next

century, but it was not until 1800 that F.W. Herschel recognized the existence

of infrared radiation and 1801 that J.W. Ritter discovered the presence of ultra-

violet light. In the next quarter of the century, during which John Dalton pro-

posed the atomic theory, W.H. Wollaston and Josef Fraunhofer observed

specific absorption lines and W.H.F. Talbot recognized that different salts yield

different colors in flames. In the middle of the 19th century, many researchers

including Becquerel, Draper, Kirchhoff, Bunsen, and Angstrom contributed

extensively to experimental data and were able to correlate spectral properties

to the nature of matter, and in 1873, J.C. Maxwell’s equations unifying elec-

tricity and magnetism were revealed. In 1885, a Swiss high school teacher,

J.J. Balmer, finally achieved a major spectroscopic breakthrough by showing

that the wavelengths of the visible spectral lines of atomic hydrogen could

be predicted by a mathematical formula. Rydberg and Ritz, among others, soon

developed a more universal expression for explaining the atomic spectrum of

hydrogen ranging from the infrared region to the ultraviolet region. It was

clearly demonstrated that each observed spectral frequency was determined

from the difference of two fixed quantities. In 1913, Niels Bohr devised a model

of the hydrogen atom based on quantum theory, and this laid the groundwork for

understanding atomic spectroscopy.

The pioneering work of Planck, Einstein, de Broglie, Heisenberg, and others

finally led to Schrodinger’s discovery of the wave equation in 1926, which
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today serves not only as the basis for understanding atomic and molecular

structure but also as the basis of molecular spectroscopy. Work of R.W. Wood

in the United States and A. Smekal in Germany helped pave the way for

C.V. Raman’s discovery of the effect bearing his name in 1928. A few years

later in 1933, C.E. Gleeton and N.H. Williams carried out the first microwave

absorption experiments. Meanwhile, infrared absorption had been evolving

through the work of William Coblentz, H.M. Randall, Gerhard Herzberg,

and others, and by 1950, it had become a major tool for qualitative and

quantitative chemical analysis, thanks in part to commercial instruments

developed by the Beckman and PerkinElmer companies.

During the last half of the 20th century, the development of both lasers

andcomputers immensely helped to advance the field ofmolecular spectroscopy.

C.Townes,A.L. Schalaw, andT.H.Maimandeveloped the laser in 1958, and this

has led not only to the field of Raman spectroscopy flourishing but also to inno-

vative work in fluorescence spectroscopy and a variety of nonlinear techniques.

The commercial availability ofFourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometers

from about 1970, based on the Michelson interferometer (1880) and Peter

Fellgett’s theory (1949), rapidly advanced the field of infrared spectroscopy,

includingnear infrared.Commercial instruments, byBomem, for example, could

cover the range from 3 to 50,000 cm�1, well into the ultraviolet region.

During the 20th century, 22 scientists received Nobel Prizes that can be

directly or indirectly related to spectroscopy. Most of them are well-known

names, and many have had effects or theories named after them. These include

A.A.Michelson, H.A. Lorentz, P. Zeeman (magnetic splitting), J. Stark (electric

splitting), C.V. Raman, N.E. Lamb, R.S. Mulliken, G. Herzberg, C.H. Townes,

A.L. Schawlow, N. Blombergen (nonlinear optics), and A. Zewail (chemical

dynamics using femtosecond lasers).

As is evident from all of this, spectroscopy is arguably the one most impor-

tant tool that has taught us the most about the nature of atoms and molecules,

much of this coming in the 20th century. As we now proceed through the 21st

century, it is appropriate to examine where we are today in the development of

spectroscopic tools that can provide us further insight in a way that only spec-

troscopy can do.

The present book starts off with a chapter on processes for selectively pre-

paring vibrationally excited quantum states from Dick Zare’s prolific research

group. The next two chapters by Isao Noda and Neil Hunt then discuss advances

and applications of two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy. The chapter by

Laane, Ocola, and Chun reviews work on vibrational potential energy surfaces

in ground and excited electronic states, and this is followed by four more chap-

ters on electronic excited states. Michael Schmitt and Chenk-Yiu Ng focus on

high-resolution electronic spectroscopy, Yusuke Morisawa, Ichiro Tanabe, and

Yukihiro Ozaki describe far-ultraviolet work, and the Takayoshi Kobayashi

research group highlights work on ultrafast techniques. The next five chapters

all present work utilizing Raman spectroscopy. Jaebum Choo discusses
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biomedical applications, and Larry Ziegler describes additional applications of

surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Hiro-o Hamaguchi follows

with descriptions of a new chemometrical method, hypothetical addition mul-

tivariate analysis with numerical differentiation (HAMAND). The next two

chapters from theMarlan Scully and Alexei Sokolov physics research programs

present additional applications of Raman spectroscopy. Larry Nafie reviews his

many contributions to the field of vibrational optical activity. Three chapters

then are devoted to low-frequency applications. Stephan Schlemmer presents

microwave work of astrophysical interest, Ralf Ludwig reviews his investiga-

tions of ionic liquids using far-infrared spectroscopy, andWalther Caminati and

Uwe Grabow present a broader view of recent microwave studies. The Simon

North’s group discusses spectroscopic applications of velocimetry and ther-

mometry. Two chapters are devoted to matrix isolation studies. Rui Fausto

describes the photogeneration of rare molecules, and Bruce Ault also reviews

his photochemical studies. The final chapter by Kevin Lehman, who has been a

pioneer in the development of cavity ring-down spectroscopy, discusses

this field.

Ten of the chapters in this book represent updated results from the same

research groups that contributed to the previous Frontiers book in 2009. The

other 11, described above, present new and different topics. It is worth noting

that the previous book contains research summaries that remain timely today

even though they have not been updated in this edition. Sir Harry Kroto, Nobel

Laureate in 1996 for his work on buckyballs, wrote the first chapter reflecting

on his work in the area of microwave spectroscopy. George Thomas and Daniel

Nemecek discussed Raman studies of viruses and viral proteins, and H.G.M.

Edwards contributed a colorful presentation of the use of Raman spectroscopy

to investigate art and archeology. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

(SERS) was covered in two chapters. Philip Bunker and Per Jensen presented

an insightful journey into spectroscopy and broken symmetry. Bruce Hudson’s

chapter focused on vibrational studies using neutron scattering demonstrates,

and Frederic Merkt described his work on high Rydberg states.

It is clear that the 20th century was a period of unprecedented advances in

molecular spectroscopy. However, there is much yet left to be learned. Hope-

fully, this book helps to present a broad perspective of the many avenues of

work underway in the 21st century. From these and other spectroscopic studies,

we will continue to understand our universe at the molecular level even better.

As the editor of this volume, I thank all the authors for their excellent

contributions.

Jaan Laane

College Station, TX, United States
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1 INTRODUCTION

Dipole moments are a measure for the charge separation in a molecule. They are

a vector quantity, with the direction of the vector defined from the positive to

the negative center of charge. The dipole moment of molecules in their electron-

ically excited states may differ considerable from the ground state values both

in magnitude as in direction, due to the different electron distribution in the

excited state. This light induced change of the dipole moment may trigger sol-

vent reorientation or relaxation of a solute, or it might cause reorientation of the

local protein surrounding of an electronically excited aromatic amino acid. Also

the conformations of flexible biomolecules like, e.g., peptides depend on the

relative orientations of the backbone dipole moments, the α-helix being the con-
sequence of aligned microscopic dipole moments of the peptide bonds [1, 2].

The conformations might be subject to geometry changes upon the changed

dipolar interactions between the different moieties after electronic excitation.

Furthermore, the knowledge of dipole moments of molecules in their elec-

tronically excited states is an indispensable prerequisite for the interpretation of

resonance energy transfer processes like F€orster Resonant Energy Transfer

(FRET) [3, 4] and for molecular excitonic interactions [5], which are the basis

for the understanding of energy and charge transport phenomena.

While the determination of permanent dipole moments of molecules in their

electronic ground state is straightforward1, excited state dipole moments pose

much more experimental problems. Several routes to excited state dipole

moments in solution exist, which will be shortly resumed here. These methods

employ spectral changes in solution, which comprise

l the application of solvent induced shifts of emission and/or absorption

spectra of the substance under consideration (solvatochromism)

l the effect of temperature on the electric properties of the solvent and result-

ing from this on the spectra (thermochromism)

l the influence of an external electric field on the absorption properties of the

substance in solution (electrochromism)

l the influence of an external electric field on the fluorescence anisotropy

of the substance in solution

A more direct method employs gas phase spectroscopy, based on the influence

of external electric fields on the positions of single rovibronic transitions

through the Stark effect [9]. While the former techniques have the advantage

of being experimentally less demanding, they lack accuracy for several reasons,

which will be discussed in the following. However, all effects, including those

in solutions, are finally based on the Stark effect. For electrochromism and Stark

1. Most reliable values of molecular dipole moments in the ground state comprise spectroscopic

techniques like microwave spectroscopy using a resonant cavity [6, 7] and molecular beam electric

resonance [8].
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measurements this field is applied externally, for solvatochromic measure-

ments, the solvent cage of the solvent itself is the source of the electric field.

Historically, excited-state dipole moments have been determined from sol-

vatochromic shifts in solvents of different static dielectric constants [10, 11] or

from electro-optical absorption measurements [12, 13]. The evaluation of

excited state dipole moments from solvatochromic shifts is based on the appli-

cation of the so called Lippert-Mataga equation [14, 15]. The derivation of this

equation is based on Onsager’s reaction field [16], which assumes the fluoro-

phore to be a point dipole, which is located in the center of a spherical cavity.

The cavity of radius a is formed by the homogeneous and isotropic solvent with

the permittivity E. The molecular dipole moment of the solute induces a dipole

in the homogeneous solvent. This (reaction) dipole is the source of an electric

field, which interacts with the molecular dipole, leading to a stabilization. This

model already defines the limits of the method, since the original Lippert-

Mataga theory does not account for nonspherical cavities, expanded dipoles

in the cavity, specific interactions between the solute and the solvent like hydro-

gen bonds, etc., and reorientation of the molecular dipole upon electronic exci-

tation. Numerous improvements to the basic Lippert-Mataga theory have been

introduced over the years, like the utilization of multiparameter solvent polarity

scales, which quantitatively reproduce solvent-solute interactions. These inter-

actions are modulated through linear solvation energy relationships [17, 18]. An

improved model by Abe also allows for a determination of the angle θ between
the ground and excited state dipole moments [19]. All improvements add a sev-

eral new parameters, which are mainly empirical, like scaling factors for the

solvent hydrogen solvent bond donor acidities and basicities, empirical polarity

parameters of the solvents, and the volume variation of cavity with solvent

polarity to account for nonspherical cavities [20].

Therefore the method of using solvent shifts arouse criticism by Lombardi

[21, 22], who compared so determined excited state dipole moment changes

with those from high resolution gas phase Stark effect measurements. In some

cases the condensed phase values exceeded the more precise gas phase values

by an order of magnitude. The main reason for this strong discrepancy is the

approximative nature of the field induced perturbations in case of the strong

fields, exerted by the solvents. Due to the small size of the cavity, which has

atomic dimensions, the field strengths are very large. In the case of aniline,

the cavity volume is about 37 Å3 equivalent to a cavity radius of 3.33 Å. With

a reaction dipole of 1.3 Debye, a field strength in the cavity of 108 V/cm is

reached2. This strong field couples especially energetically close-lying elec-

tronically excited states, leading to an effective dipole moment, which is a com-

bination of the excited-state dipole moments of the coupled states as well as the

transition moment between these two states [22]. This effect can be viewed as a

2. Rotationally resolved Stark spectroscopy uses electric field strengths of 1–10 kV/cm, sometimes

even 100 V/cm a sufficient to determine dipole moments.
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field induced dipole moment borrowing from the state with the larger dipole

moment. Especially for substituted indoles, for which the energetic distance

between the lowest electronically excited singlet states is small, this perturba-

tion plays a large role. The use of thermochromic shifts of fluorescence spectra

for the determination of S1-state dipole moments [23, 24] yields more reliable

values, than the aforementioned methods, because artificial effects by the use of

different solvents are excluded.

Since the interaction of the solvent permanent dipole moment with the

induced dipole moment of the solute depends on the polarizability of the solute,

excited state dipole moments, which have been determined from solvatochro-

mic shifts may differ from solvent to solvent. The permanent dipole moment of

aniline in its lowest electronically excited singlet state has been determined

from a variety of the above-mentioned methods. Lombardi used the optical

Stark effect on the vibronic contour of the electronic origin and reported a value

of 2.38 � 0.15 D in the gas phase [25]. Later, Lombardi detected electric field

induced perturbations from a higher-lying more polar state, which shifted the

value of the dipole moment to 2.45 � 0.15 D [26]. The dipole moment of

the perturbing state was determined to be 6.0 D [27]. From high resolution Stark

spectroscopy in the group of Pratt a gas phase value of 2.8 � 0.15 D was deter-

mined [28]. In solution the dipole moments for the S1-state are rather different.

From solvent shifts of absorption and fluorescence spectrum a value of 5 D

was found [29]. The solvatochromic shift method of Bakshiev’s and Kawski-

Viallet’s correlations gave values of 4.91 and 4.93 D, respectively [30], while

the evaluation of absorption and fluorescence solvatochromic shifts with a mod-

ified approach, which makes no assumption about the angles between the

ground state and excited state dipole moment vectors, resulted in an S1-state

dipole moment of 5.38 D [31]. On the other hand, Prabhumirashi [32] obtained

a value for μ(S1) of 2.12 D from solvatochromic shifts in solution, and Kawski

et al. [23] a value of 2.38 D from thermochromic shifts.

There are at least five main reasons for the large discrepancies of S1 state

dipolemoments of aniline determined in solution fromoneof the abovemethods:

(i) The Onsager radius is neither well known nor well defined, but enters the

Lippert-Mataga equation with cubic power.

(ii) In some of the studies the Onsager reaction field for a polarizable point

dipole of the solute has not been utilized (e.g., in [29]) but instead a cor-

relation function which contains only the index of refraction and dielectric

constant of the solvents.

(iii) The inherently low resolution in solution makes the determination of spec-

tral shifts cumbersome.

(iv) The large field strengths in solution lead to perturbative state mixing with

nearby electronic states of different dipole moment.

(v) For molecules in which the direction of the dipole moment changes upon

excitation an additional difficulty arises.
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This confusing situation is tellingly summarized by Lombardi [33]: “It is unfor-
tunate so much energy has been expended in solvatochromic studies determin-
ing excited state dipole moments, many of which are highly suspect. It would be
far preferable if we would treat the gas phase results for what they probably are
the most accurate current technique for determining molecular dipole moments
of an isolated molecule, and to expend some energy instead utilizing the solva-
tochromic shifts as a good way to determine the effect of solvents on electronic
reorganization upon excitation by judicious comparison with the gas phase
results.”

However, the most reliable values for dipole moments of ground and elec-

tronically excited states are obtained from high resolution gas phase electronic

Stark spectra, since the dependence of the frequency shift of individual rovi-

bronic lines from the electric field strength yields immediately the dipole

moment in ground and excited state. Moreover, not only the absolute value

of the total dipole moment can be determined but also the Cartesian compo-

nents of the dipole moment in both electronic states. This is especially impor-

tant in cases in which the orientation of the dipole moment changes upon

electronic excitation. The first determination of excited state molecular dipole

moment of a small polyatomic molecule goes back to Freeman and Klem-

perer, who determined the excited state dipole moment of formaldehyde

[34]. Hese and co-workers [35], Pratt and co-workers [28], and later the group

of Schmitt [36] used the Stark effect in rotationally resolved electronic spectra

of large polyatomic molecules and molecular clusters to determine the dipole

moments in the ground and the lowest electronically excited singlet states.

Apart from these spectroscopic techniques a time domain approach to excited

state dipole moments in the gas phase is used in coherent beat techniques with

a Stark field, pioneered in the groups of Sodeik [37], Zare [38], Huber [39],

and Tanaka [40].

2 PERMANENT DIPOLE MOMENTS AND TRANSITION
DIPOLES

The dipole moment is only one term in the general expansion of the potential

energy of known charge distribution outside the region where the charges are. In

order to expand the potential energy into a series, the reference point P has to be

at infinity, an approximation, which is made implicitly, but which has to be

questioned in several cases. The multipole expansion of the potential energy

V (r) gives:

VðrÞ¼ 1

r

Z
V

ρðr0Þdτ0 + 1

r2

Z
V

ρðr0Þr0 cosθdτ0 + 1

r3

Z
V

ρðr0Þr02 3

2
cos2θ�1

2

� �
dτ0 +⋯

(1)
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with the charge density ρ, cf. Fig. 1. The first term in Eq. (1) represents

monopole, i.e., a net charge:

VMonpoleðrÞ¼ 1

r

Z
V

ρðr0Þdτ0 ¼ q

r
(2)

The second term is the quantity we deal here with, the dipole moment:

VDipoleðrÞ¼ 1

r2

Z
V

ρðr0Þr0 cosθdτ0 ¼ r̂

r2
p (3)

where p is the dipole moment3, which for point charges is defined as:

p¼
Xn
i¼1

qir
0
i (4)

Higher order terms can be constructed from the lower multipole compo-

nents. A quadrupole moment is constructed from two dipoles, of which one

is inverted, an octopole from two inverted quadrupoles, etc.

The dipole of a molecule is characterized by its size and direction, i.e., is a

vector quantity. The permanent dipole moment of a molecule is a measure for

the charge separation due to a nonuniform distribution of the positive and neg-

ative charges. Such nonuniform charge distributions occur for molecules

P

V

r(r �)

dt �

r �

r

q

FIG. 1 Definition of the quantities, used in Eq. (1).

3. The electric dipole moments have the dimensions of charge times length and the original unit of

the dipole moment is the Debye (D). The conversion factor of Debye into SI unit Coulombmeter is 1

D ¼ 3.333 � 10�30 C m. In units of the elementary charge e 1 Debye is the charge of 0.2082 e in a

distance of 1 Å.
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without inversion symmetry. As example of nonvanishing dipole moments

might serve the case of cis-1,2-dichloroethane, while the centrosymmetric

trans-1,2-dichloroethane lacks a permanent dipole moment in spite of the dif-

ferent electronegativities of the carbon, hydrogen, and chlorine atoms. Each

electronic state has a different electron density distribution and therefore differ-

ent electric dipole moments.

The expectation value of the permanent dipole moment in the electronic

ground state of a molecule is defined as:

hμig¼
Z

Ψ∗
gμ̂Ψgdτ (5)

The respective expectation value for the electronically excited state is

accordingly:

hμie¼
Z

Ψ∗
e μ̂Ψedτ (6)

The energy of interaction of such a (permanent) dipole moment with the

electric field E is given by:

E¼�hμi � E (7)

To describe the interaction energy for a light driven transition between two

states the transition dipole, rather than the dipole moment is used:

hμiT ¼
Z

Ψ∗
e μ̂Ψgdτ (8)

The transition moment hμiT for the transition between a ground (g) and
excited (e) state depends on the phase factors associated with the wavefunctions
of the two states connected by the transition. It defines both the polarization of a

transition through the direction of the vector as well as the strength of the tran-

sition through the square of the magnitude of hμiT.

3 THE STARK EFFECT

The Stark effect describes the shifting and splitting of rotational or rovibrational

lines due to the interaction with an external electric field. The Stark effect was

discovered in 1913 independently by Stark [9] and Lo Surdo [41]. It is the elec-

tric analog to the magnetic Zeeman effect [42, 43].

The theory of the interaction of a static electric field with the dipole

moments of diatomic molecules goes back to the early times of molecular quan-

tum mechanics [44, 45]. We will start with a description of the Stark effect for

rotating linear and symmetric tops, since for these analytical expressions are

available for calculation of the Stark energies. The more general case of asym-

metric rotor, which will be solved numerically is given afterwards.
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3.1 First Order Stark Effect

The effect of an external electric field E on the energies of a rotating symmetric top

molecule can be obtained from the first order correction to the energy, using stan-

dard perturbation theory. For the perturbation of the rigid rotor Hamiltonian H,
one obtains:

HStark ¼
X
i,α
�EiS�1iα μα (9)

with the electric field �Ei along the space fixed coordinates i, the compo-

nents of the dipole moment μ along the molecule fixed inertial axes α,
and the direction cosine matrix S�1iα [46] to transform space fixed dipole

moments into molecule fixed components μα. The electric field is chosen

along the z axis and for a symmetric top the dipole moment has only com-

ponents along the symmetry axes. The first order correction is then given by

taking the matrix elements of HStark over the unperturbed wavefunctions in

the J, K, M basis:

HStark ¼�Ezμα JKM S�1zα

�� ��JKM� �
(10)

The symmetry axis of a symmetric top is the a axis in the prolate case (B¼ C)
or the c axis for an oblate rotor (A¼ B). Evaluating Eq. (10) for the μ component

along the symmetry axis, we find as first order corrected energy E
ð1Þ
Stark:

E
ð1Þ
Stark ¼�Eμ

KM

JðJ + 1Þ (11)

From Eq. (11) it is immediately obvious, that linear rotors (K always zero)

and the K ¼ 0 stack of symmetric rotors do not show a first order Stark effect.

The components of Stark Hamiltonian along all three inertial axes for an asym-

metric rotor will be given in the following.

3.2 Second Order Stark Effect

The energy, corrected to second order is given by:

E
ð2Þ
Stark ¼

μ2E2
2B

ðJ2�K2ÞðJ2�M2Þ
J3ð2J�1Þð2J + 1Þ �

½ðJ + 1Þ2�K2�½ðJ + 1Þ2�M2�
ðJ + 1Þ3ð2J + 1Þð2J + 3Þ

" #
(12)

Linear rotors and the K ¼ 0 stack of symmetric rotors do not show a first

order Stark effect, but the lowest perturbation order is of second order.

While for the first order Stark effect, the M degeneracy is lifted, and each

level is split into 2J + 1 components, the square of M in Eq. (12) causes the

degeneracy to be only J + 1.
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4 HAMILTONIAN FOR THE EVALUATION OF ROVIBRONIC
STARK SPECTRA

In what follows we will shortly resume the important details about the molec-

ular Hamiltonian used for the calculation of rovibronic Stark spectra.

4.1 The Rigid Rotor Hamiltonian for Asymmetric Tops

The Hamiltonian for a rigid rotating molecule in terms of the rotational

constants, which are related to the moments of inertia with respect to the main

inertial axes is given by [47]:

Hr ¼AJ2a +BJ
2
b +CJ

2
c : (13)

Here Jg(g ¼ a, b, c) are the components of the body fixed angular momen-

tum operator, A, B, and C are the three rotational constants. One set of rotational

constants is needed for the simulation of microwave spectra, while for rovibra-

tional or rovibronic spectra a second set of rotational constants for the (vibra-

tionally or electronically) excited state are necessary. Using representation Ir for
the identification of the main inertial axes a, b, c to the molecule fixed coordi-

nate system x, y, z one obtains the matrix elements in the basis of symmetric

rotor wavefunctions J,K,Mh j:

hJ,K,MjHrjJ,K,Mi¼ 1

2
B +Cð Þ J J + 1ð Þ�K2

� �
+AK2 (14)

hJ,K,MjHrjJ,K�2,Mi¼ 1

4
B�Cð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J J + 1ð Þ�K K�1ð Þ

p
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

J J + 1ð Þ� K�1ð Þ K�2ð Þp (15)

4.2 The Centrifugal Distortion Hamiltonian for Asymmetric Tops

Quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants may be included if

necessary through the model of a distortable rotor in Watson’s A-reduced
form [48]:

Hdist¼�ΔJJ
4�ΔJKJ

2J2a�ΔKJ
4
a

�2δJJ
2 J2b� J2c
� ��δK J2a J2b� J2c

� �
+ J2b� J2c
� �

J2a

 �

+HJJ
6 +HJKJ

4J2a +HKJJ
2J4a +HKJ

6
a

+ 2hJJ
4 J2b� J2c
� �

+ hJKJ
2 J2a J2b� J2c

� �
+ J2b� J2c
� �

J2a

 �

+ hK J4a J2b� J2c
� �

+ J2b� J2c
� �

J4a

 �

(16)
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Hence the total rotational Hamiltonian becomes

HR¼Hr +Hdist (17)

If quartic centrifugal constants are sufficient for description of the spectra,

five additional parameters,ΔJ,ΔJK,ΔK, δJ, and δK inWatson’s A-reduction [48]

must be considered for each electronic state. For very weakly bound complexes,

it might become necessary to employ also sextic centrifugal distortion constants

what would add another seven parameters for each electronic state. The matrix

elements of the distortable rotor have the same form as the matrix elements of

the rigid rotor:

hJ,K,MjHrjJ,K,Mi¼1
2
B+Cð Þ J J + 1ð Þ�K2

� �
+AK2

�ΔJJ
2 J + 1ð Þ2�ΔJKJ J + 1ð ÞK2�ΔKK

4

(18)

hJ,K,MjHrjJ,K�2,Mi¼ 1

4
B�Cð Þ� δJJ J + 1ð Þ

�1

2
δK K�2ð Þ2 +K2

h i
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J J + 1ð Þ�K K�1ð Þ

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
J J + 1ð Þ� K�1ð Þ K�2ð Þ

p
ð19Þ

4.3 The Stark Hamiltonian for Asymmetric Tops

In the presence of a dc electric field E additional terms arise from the Stark

effect. The first order Stark Hamiltonian can be written as:

HStark ¼
X
i,α
�EiS�1iα μα (20)

With the electric field direction arbitrarily defined in z-direction, this Ham-

iltonian can be factorized into the three projections of the dipole moment μ onto
the main inertial axes a, b, and c. For the a component one obtains the matrix

elements [49]:

hJ,K,MjHa
StarkjJ,K,Mi¼�μaE

MK

JðJ + 1Þ (21)

hJ + 1,K,MjHa
StarkjJ,K,Mi¼�μaE

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðJ + 1Þ2�K2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðJ + 1Þ2�M2

q
ðJ + 1Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið2J + 1Þð2J + 3Þp (22)

For the b-component [49]:

hJ,K + 1,MjHb
StarkjJ,K,Mi¼�μbE

M
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðJ�KÞðJ +K + 1Þp
2JðJ + 1Þ (23)
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hJ + 1,K�1,MjHb
StarkjJ,K,Mi¼ μbE

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðJ�K + 1ÞðJ�K + 2Þp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðJ + 1Þ2�M2

q
2ðJ + 1Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið2J + 1Þð2J + 3Þp

(24)

and for c [49]:

hJ,K + 1,MjHc
StarkjJ,K,Mi¼ iμcE

M
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðJ�KÞðJ +K + 1Þp
2JðJ + 1Þ (25)

hJ + 1,K�1,MjHc
StarkjJ,K,Mi¼�iμcE

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðJ�K + 1ÞðJ�K + 2Þp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðJ + 1Þ2�M2

q
2ðJ + 1Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið2J + 1Þð2J + 3Þp

(26)

While the rigid rotor and distortable rotor Hamiltonians without electric

field are off-diagonal only in K, connecting matrix elements K, K� 2, but diag-

onal in J, i.e., individual Hamilton matrices can be set up for each value of J (cf.
Eqs. 14, 15, 18, 19), the Stark Hamiltonian also connects levels J, J � 1 what

leads to large matrix sizes on one hand side and leaves the projection of the total

angular momentum along the external field, M as only good quantum number.

The projection onto the external Z-axis M can take integral values between �J
and +J. The Stark Hamiltonian is blockdiagonal inM. The rigid rotor Hamilto-

nian (Eq. 17) is blockdiagonal in J (each block having the dimension of 2J + 1)

and can be factorized into four submatrices using the symmetry elements of the

Four group [47]. An external electric field mixes these blocks. If one or more

dipole components are zero, the Hamiltonian can still partially be factorized.

The symmetry properties for the different cases have been reported by Chang

et al. [50]. For the most general case, in which the molecule has dipole moments

components along all three inertial axes, the Four group symmetry is lifted and

no further factorization of the Hamiltonian can be performed.

5 SELECTION RULES

The selection rules for transition between Stark shifted energy levels of rigid

rotors depend on the relative field geometries of the static electric field and

the oscillating field of the electromagnetic wave. SinceM is the only remaining

good quantum number, the selection rules differ from the normal asymmetric

rotor selection rules. They only depend on the projection of the angular momen-

tum on the external Z-axis, which is defined by the electric field M, and on the

orientation of the electric field to the plane of the electromagnetic wave. Since

M is the projection of J onto the external z-axis, than transitions induced by an

electromagnetic field, which is polarized in z-direction can only occur if the

change in M equals zero. In fact, an electric field in z-direction cannot exert

a torque about the z axis.
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Two cases must be distinguished:

l For the light vector being parallel to the electric field vector: ΔM ¼ 0

l For the light vector being perpendicular to the electric field vector:

ΔM ¼ �1
In Fig. 2 the Stark splitting for the J¼ 1! 2 of a linear rotor is shown and the

resulting transitions due to the different selection rules in M.

In classical waveguide microwave spectroscopy, the electric field is always

parallel to the polarization plane of theMWradiation andΔM¼ 0 selection rules

hold. In molecular beam electric resonance ΔM ¼ �1 transitions are allowed

[51]. In optical spectroscopy a rotation of the plane of the light polarization is

possible. Hence, both type of transitions can be observed with one experimental

set-up, when the polarization plane is rotated. This fact will be exploited later, in

order to allow for a more accurate determination of the excited state dipole

moment.

0

±1

0
±1
±2

0

ΔM = 0 ΔM = ±1 

(J+1) components (2J+1) components

0

1

2

J M

0 B

2 B

4 B

6 B

n n n

Without electric field
 

EZ= 0

With electric field
 

EZ= 0

FIG. 2 Transitions between the J ¼ 0, J ¼ 1, and J ¼ 2 levels of a linear rotor according to zero-

field conditions (left) and following ΔM ¼ 0 (middle), and ΔM ¼ �1 (right).
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6 THEORY OF EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS FOR THE
ASSIGNMENT AND FIT OF SPECTRA

Increasing resolution and/or sensitivity of spectroscopic methods leads to an

increasing complexity of the spectra, since the more spectroscopic details

can be resolved, the greater is the number of parameters needed to describe

the spectra. The classical evaluation of the parameters that are needed to

describe high-resolution spectra was based for decades on pattern recognition

by the eye, i.e., relied on the experience of the user. Over the years, a number of

automated methods and computer programs have been developed that greatly

helped the analysis of such complex spectra.

The earliest attempt for an automated assignment of rotationally resolved

infrared and electronic spectra is the method invented by Loomis and Wood

[52]. The lines in a rotational subband of a symmetric top or linear molecule

have a roughly constant spacing. The spectra are cut into segments of equal

length. If the length of the segments matches the spacing, then the subband will

appear as a vertical succession of points. This graphical representation was

described in the original paper of Loomis and Wood on the rotational structure

of the electronic 1P–1S band of the sodium dimer: “The other bands in the
region studied are so complicated by overlapping lines that the series cannot
be followed by inspection. They can, however, be followed in a table of com-
puted line frequencies with estimated intensities, and it is quite evident that
there are just three branches starting from near the head of each band.” This
method only gained wider applicability to the spectra of asymmetric rotors after

microcomputers became available [53–56].
Interactive Loomis-Wood assignment programs allow assignment and

regression of lines in a subband via a Loomis-Wood diagram. Not only do these

programs help assign spectra, but they are also a convenient means of book-

keeping the assignments of spectra with a large number of lines. Loomis-Wood

programs are particularly useful for the analysis of congested spectra of sym-

metric tops, slightly asymmetric tops, and linear molecules. Neese [57] has

developed an interactive Loomis-Wood assignment package4, which has been

written for IGOR Pro, a program for the analysis and display of numeric data.

A nice example of a recent application of the Loomis-Wood method can be

found in the paper of Thompsom et al. [58].

In this frame the computer program JB955 developed by David F. Plusquel-
lic [59] should be mentioned. This program has been very successful in the

graphical assignment (by eye) of high resolution rotationally resolved spectra.

The program consists of a graphical user interface based on a Windows

platform. Dialog boxes provide a user interface for the calibration, linearization,

4. This package is available at http://fermi.uchicago.edu/oka/freeware.

5. The program and help are available from http://physics.nist.gov/Divisions/Div844/facilities/uvs/

jb95userguide.htm.
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and manipulation of experimental data and for the generation and optimization

of the simulated spectra. Resources are provided for the deconvolution of

multiple overlapping rotational bands from different conformations and/or

isotopomers of a molecule and for the analysis of molecular spectra when inter-

nal rotation, centrifugal distortion, nuclear quadrupole coupling interactions,

large amplitude motion, and inertial frame reorientation effects are resolved.

Moruzzi [60] presented an investigation on the feasibility of automated

molecular line assignment. Dense rovibrational molecular spectra are normally

assigned by strongly interactive computer methods, ranging from commercial

spreadsheets to dedicated programs, like Loomis-Wood or Ritz. While a

general-purpose, fully automated assignment procedure seems to be out of

reach for the near future, he shows that a thorough investigation of the problem

can lead to new, more efficient, and less interactive methods, at least in reason-

ably favorable conditions. Interesting suggestions are provided by somemodern

heuristic problem-solving algorithms, which mimic natural processes. As a first

step, he has developed a transgenic-evolutionary algorithm, which has success-

fully assigned artificial spectra of up to almost 3500 lines. He also discusses its

performance on an experimental, but filtered, methanol spectrum. Possible

future improvements and developments of the method, as well as its limits,

are discussed.

The group of Neusser [61, 62] has developed the method of correlation

automated rotational fitting (CARF), which directly fits the experimental data,

without prior assignments. The technique determines the crosscorrelation

between the experimental and the theoretical spectrum. The height of the cross-

correlation peak is a measure for the agreement between experiment and theory.

Recently, Western and Billinghurst [63] implemented a tool for automatic

line assignment of rotationally resolved spectra in the PGOPHER program6.

The algorithm calculates the starting positions of the fit transitions from a initial

set of constants and iterates possible sets of assignments of the fit transitions to

the observed line positions within a user defined confidence interval. No infor-

mation about line intensities is made use of in this fitting procedure.

In the past decades various computational tools for fast and reliable multi-

parameter optimizations have been developed. Many of them mimic natural

processes, like optimization of the fitness of a population through evolution,

or the optimization of (metal) crystal structures through annealing processes.

The first methods will be subsumed in the following as evolutionary algorithms

(EAs). The use of EAs for solving highly nonlinear and complex processes as

the computation of molecular spectra has become widespread. Although they

are conceptually simple, their ability in finding the global optimum of a given

problem is remarkable.

6. The program is available at http://pgopher.chm.bris.ac.uk.
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EAs represent a set of probabilistic search methods, which adapt concepts of

natural evolution like fitness, reproduction, mutation, and selection. The basic

idea behind all EAs is the encoding of the parameters, which define a given

search problem into strings and leaving them to evolve in an artificial environ-

ment in order to find an optimum solution.

Three main different EAs have been developed over the years: The genetic

algorithm (GA) by Holland [64], the evolutionary strategy (ES) by Rechenberg

[65], and the evolutionary programming by Schwevel [66].

6.1 The Genetic Algorithm

A detailed description of the GA used in the automatic assignment and fitting of

the spectra described in this chapter can be found in [67–70].
The molecular parameters to be optimized, which are encoded in binary or

real type, are represented by a gene. The vector of all genes, which contains

the numerical values of all molecular parameters, is called a chromosome. Ini-

tially, the values of all parameters are set to random values between lower and

upper limits which are chosen by the user. In general these limits are set sym-

metrically around estimated molecular parameters with a difference that

should be large enough to take account of the uncertainties but small enough

to narrow the search space sufficiently for a determination of the parameters.

For rotationally resolved spectroscopy, estimates are often obtained from

ab initio calculations. After each step, the quality of the solutions is checked

by comparing the experimental spectrum to the solution. The agreement

between both is determined via a crosscorrelation of simulation and experi-

ment and is called the fitness of the solution. A flow-chart of the procedure

is shown in Fig. 3.

One optimization cycle, including evaluation of the fitness of all solutions

is called a generation. Pairs of chromosomes are selected for reproduction and

their information is combined via a crossover process, which interchanges

information between two chromosomes. Since crossover only combines infor-

mation from the parent generations, it basically explores the fitness landscape

locally. The value of a small number of bits in the chromosomes is changed

randomly by a mutation operator. Mutation can be viewed as a wider explo-

ration of the fitness surface. Mutation prevents the calculation from being

trapped in local minima, as is often the case with derivative-based fitting

algorithms.

6.2 The Evolutionary Strategy

An ES algorithm starts with one or more parent(s). A parent is a trial solution

that corresponds to a set of parameters like in the GA. From this parent an off-

spring of multiple children (solutions) is generated. The quality of these solu-

tions is checked through its fitness. Depending on the strategy the next parent is
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generated. There are several different strategies for the generation of the off-

spring as well as the generation of the next parent. For a more detailed descrip-

tion see [65].

The offspring is created from the parent(s) in a mutative step-size control.

A drawback of the standard ES is the fact that the mutations of the decision and

the strategy parameters, respectively, are subject to independent random pro-

cesses. If for example, an individual with a large step size undergoes only a very

small change in the decision parameters and this small change turns out to yield

a high fitness, the large step size will be inherited to the next generation. As a

result the fitness in the next mutations may be worsen. This problem is resolved

in de-randomized (DR) algorithms which make random mutations in decision

and strategy parameters dependent on each other. This idea was implemented

for the first as DR1 and soon improved by the concept of accumulated informa-

tion [71], which is called DR2 and the history of the optimization is recorded

and the evolution of the mutation ellipsoid is partially governed by past success-

ful mutations.

A further improvement was achieved by Hansen and Ostermeier [72] with

the CovarianceMatrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES). It turns out to

be a particularly reliable and highly competitive evolutionary algorithm for

local optimization and, surprisingly at first sight, also for global optimization

[73]. The CMA-ES does not leave the choice of strategy parameters open to

the user—only the population size can be set. Finding good strategy parameters

is considered to be part of the algorithm design.

Binary encoding of
the parameters

(genes)

Grouping of genes to
form a set of

chromosomes

Evaluation of the
fitness using the

cost function

Converged?

Selection of
best solutions

Reproduction and
mutation leads to
new generation

Yes

No

Stop

FIG. 3 Schematics of the GA-process.
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Fig. 4 depicts the first four generations of an ES and demonstrates the effect

of the chosen strategy. In general the evolution strategies converge faster and

are more rigid than the GA.

6.3 The Fitness Function for the Analysis of Spectra

A proper choice of the fitness function is of vital importance for the success of

the EA convergence. It should be calculated sufficiently fast and give a quan-

titative measure of the goodness of a fit. The value of the fitness function is used

to select potential solutions that will survive the current generation, and those

that will die out.

Frequently, the deviation of a solution from an objective function is mea-

sured via least squares. While for many optimization problems least squares

are a reasonable choice, they fail for an evaluation of the agreement of two spec-

tra in the course of the fit. Other objective functions that have been tested for

optimization processes are the Manhattan distance as simple absolute distances

Global minimum
Parent
Trial solution
Best offspring

(1)

(3) (4)

(2)

FIG. 4 The first four generations of an evolutionary strategy: (1) An initial population is generated,

and the best offspring is used as the next parent. (2) The offspring is spread over a larger area in the

second generation due to the relatively large step made in the previous generation. The vector from

the parent to the best offspring (dashed line) is combined with the (shortened) mutation vector of the

last generation (dotted line) to generate the new parent (solid line). (3) Due to the correlation

between the past two mutations the search range has been extended again in the general direction

of bothmutations while it has been limited in the perpendicular direction. The best offspring is now a

local minimum. The memory effect of the evolutionary algorithm, which incorporates past mutation

vectors into the calculation of the next parent, helps to overcome the local minimum and the next

parent is still closer to the global minimum. (4) The barrier between the local and global minima has

been over come, and the optimization is progressing toward the global minimum.
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of the solution from the aim function [74], Garuti’s compatibility index [75],

which is based on the inner product between vectors, Saaty’s compatibility

metric [76], or Pearson correlation coefficient [77].

Meerts et al. [67] have defined a proper fitness function Ffg for the use in

EA as:

Ffg¼ ðf, gÞ
fk k gk k (27)

Here f and g are the vector representations of the experimental and calcu-

lated spectrum, respectively. The inner product (f, g) is defined with the metric

W which has the matrix elements Wij¼wð j� ij jÞ ¼wðrÞ as:
ðf, gÞ¼ f TWg (28)

and the norm of f as fk k¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðf , f Þp
; similar for g. For w(r) a triangle function

was used [78] with a width of the base of Δw:

wðrÞ¼ 1� rj j= 1

2
Δw

� �
for rj j< 1

2
Δw

0 otherwise

8<
: (29)

One reason for the better performance of this cost function compared to least

squares is the fact that molecular rotation spectra show patterns that already

appear, when only a subset of the parameters has its correct value. This partial

agreement shows up in the crosscorrelation of Eq. (27). Furthermore, the use of

a broadening function w(r) results in a smoother error-landscape which allows

an easier optimization, since narrow valleys on the cost surface are broadened,

allowing the algorithm to converge more smoothly to the correct values. It

should be mentioned that the use of the broadening function improves the per-

formance of the GA greatly, but is not necessary for the convergence of the ES.

7 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

7.1 Rotationally Resolved Electronic Stark Spectroscopy

The experimental set-up for rotationally resolved electronic spectroscopy in

molecular beams has been described in great detail many times [70, 79–81].
Therefore, we will give only a very short resume of the method and concentrate

on the changes that have to be made in order to determine excited state dipole

moments. A laser system is needed that emits in the visible (400–750 nm)

and/or in the UV (400–250 nm) range, with a resolution of about 1 MHz or

better. At a typical wavelength of 300 nm a bandwidth of 1 MHz is equivalent

to a resolution of 1 in 109. The problem of Doppler broadening in electronic

spectroscopy is severe, since Doppler broadening is proportional to the excita-

tion frequency. Thus, the Doppler broadening in the than 106 times larger than

in the microwave region. The application of seeded molecular beams [82, 83],
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which are crossed at right angles with angles with the laser considerably reduces

the Doppler broadening. A further reduction of the Doppler width can be

achieved by confining the molecular beam to a small angular range about

the beam axis using one or more skimmers. By means of this geometric limi-

tation of the molecular beam in the direction of the laser beam a reduction of the

velocity distribution in a thermal ensemble by a factor of 200 can be achieved.

Thus, the Doppler width which in a thermal ensemble of Argon at 373 K at a

central wavelength of 300 nm amounts to about 2 GHz can be reduced to

10 MHz by pure geometric skimming. Fig. 5 shows a typical molecular beam

setup used for rotationally resolved electronic spectroscopy. The molecular

beam, which is formed by expansion of the probe (a), seeded in Argon through

the nozzle (b) is skimmed twice (c,d) for a maximum reduction of the Doppler

width. The beam is crossed at right angles with the laser light and the fluores-

cence is collected at right angles though imaging optics (e) onto a photomulti-

plier (f). The molecular beam position can be controlled by means of a

quadrupole mass spectrometer (g).

An electric field has to be applied in order to observe the Stark effect in the

interaction region of the laser beam with the molecular beam (2). In contrast to

Stark spectroscopy on microwave spectroscopy, the signal (fluorescence light)

is observed perpendicular to the applied field. Thus, at least the electrode in

a

b

c d
e

f

g

h

ii

i
ii

h
h

j

k

FIG. 5 Molecular beam machine used for the experiments described in this chapter. (a) probe

container; (b) nozzle; (c,d) beam skimmers; (e) imaging optics; (f) photomultiplier;

(g) quadrupole mass spectrometer; (h) turbo-molecular pumps; (i) rotatory pumps; (j) oil diffusion

pump; (k) roots blower pump.
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direction of the photomultiplier (f) has to be transparent for UV light. Fig. 6

shows the modified interaction region using a parallel pair of electro-formed

nickel wire mesh (18 mesh per mm, 50 mm diameter) with a transmission of

95% in the UV. These meshes are optimized as transmittive grid electrodes

for time-of-flight mass spectrometric applications. Their mutual distance is

roughly 23 mm, symmetrically with respect to the laser beam. Since the energy

of the Stark shifted lines in the spectra and therefore the dipole moments depend

on the electric field strength, i.e., the ratio of voltage and distanceU/d, the exact
determination of the distance of the plates is crucial for the accurate calculation

of the dipole moments.

The voltage applied to the Stark plates is generated by a stabilized high volt-

age source, which is stable to 1%. The precision, with which the dipole moment

can be determined, therefore depends on the exact knowledge of the plate dis-

tance. In order to obtain this distance the electronic Stark spectrum of a sub-

stance is measured for which the microwave Stark spectrum and the ground

state dipole moments are known to a high accuracy. The plate distance can then

be fitted using the combination differences of transitions in the UV spectrum

that match the tabulated MW lines. The best primary standard for ground state

dipole moments of isolated molecules is OCS [84]. Since this molecule does not

fluoresce a secondary standard, which has been calibrated to the OCS micro-

wave spectrum can be used. The condition that the molecule should have a high

dipole moment and fluoresce strongly limits the search to a few systems.

Laser light
Molecular beam

Photomultiplier

Nickel wire grid

Nickel wire grid

FIG. 6 The imaging optics with the Stark plates mounted. The distance of the Stark plates has to be

adjusted to maximize the field strength and to minimize the stray light. Optimum distances are

between 1 and 2 cm.
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The best standard is the benzonitrile spectrum, for which MW spectrum and

dipole moments have been reported [85].

A few words about the homogeneity of the applied electric field. We follow

Ref. [86, equations (19) + (20)]:

Eð0,0,zÞ¼Eð0,0,0ÞR3=ðz2 +R2Þ3=2 (30)

With 4/3π3¼ 1 mm3 (at maximum) follows z¼ 0.62 mm and from the radius of

the Stark plates R¼ 25 mmwe obtain E(0, 0, 0.62)¼ 1.0009. This is a deviation

of 9 � 10�4. Thus, ΔE/E0 � 1 � 10�3. This means the spread in the frequency is

Δν ¼ 2 � 10�3 � ν due to the quadratic Stark effect. Up to Stark shifts of

2000 MHz, the broadening Δν is less than 4 MHz, which is considerably smal-

ler than the line-widths in the UV, hence effects due to inhomogeneity of the

field are negligible.

The polarization plane of the incoming laser beam can be rotated by 90°
inside the vacuum chamber by means of an achromatic λ/2 plate (Bernhard

Halle 240–380 nm). The λ/2 plate can be pushed in or pulled out from the

beam-way using a linear motion vacuum feedthrough. The experimental set-

up is shown in Fig. 7.

With the λ/2 plate inside the beamway, the polarization plane of the incom-

ing laser beam is rotated from vertical to horizontal orientation. The λ/2 plate is
placed inside the vacuum chamber, since the entrance windows of the vacuum

chamber are mounted under Brewster’s angle in order to improve the light trans-

mission through the window and minimize the stray light, that might interfere

inside the chamber with the fluorescence light. Thus, within a second it is

possible the change the relative orientation of EM wave and electric field, to

switch between different selection rules for the observed spectra. Fig. 8 shows

the different Stark spectra of 5-methoxyindole for parallel (ΔM ¼ 0) and the

black trace to perpendicular polarization of the laser beam to the electric field

(ΔM ¼ �1).

FIG. 7 Coupling of the polarized laser radiation into the molecular beammachine. The shown set-

up is perpendicular to (e) in Fig. 6.
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Using the evolutionary strategies, described in the last section, both spec-

tra with parallel (ΔM ¼ 0) and perpendicular polarization of the laser beam

(ΔM ¼ �1) could be fitted simultaneously, improving the accuracy of the

dipole moments and reducing the correlations between the parameters [36].

7.2 Excited State Dipole Moments From Experiments
in the Time Domain

Apart from the spectroscopic techniques discussed earlier, a time domain

approach to excited state dipole moments in the gas phase is used in coherent

beat techniques with a Stark field, pioneered in the groups of Sodeik [37], Zare

[38], Huber [39], and Tanaka [40].

7.2.1 Electric Field Induced Quantum Beats

Brieger et al. [37] measured the excited state dipole moment of 7LiH using

electric field induced quantum beats in the exponential decay after pulsed laser

excitation of a single rotational R(0) transition of 7LiH. This method has several

advantages over frequency resolved Stark techniques. Corrections due to laser

power or rf power, and scanning of the electric field and radio frequency, are not

−6000−6000 −5000−5000 −4000−4000 −3000−3000 −2000−2000 −1000−1000 00

Relative frequency / MHzRelative frequency / MHz

Simulation ΔM = ±1Simulation ΔM = ±1
Simulation ΔM = 0Simulation ΔM = 0

Experiment ΔM = ±1Experiment ΔM = ±1
Experiment ΔM = 0Experiment ΔM = 0

FIG. 8 Experimental Stark spectra of the electronic origin of the anticonformer of 5MOI at electric

field strengths of 397.19 V/cm. The red trace (dark gray in print versions) belongs to parallel

(ΔM ¼ 0) and the black trace to perpendicular polarization of the laser beam to the electric field

(ΔM ¼ �1). The lower half of the figure shows the simulated spectra as they are analyzed with

the CMA-ES algorithm.
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necessary and the quantum beat signals are easy to evaluate with high accuracy

[37]. Ohta and Tanaka [40] determined the excited state dipole moment of

pyrimidine to be 0.58 D from Stark quantum beats of pyrimidine vapor

observed after excitation at the R(0) and R(1) rotational lines of the origin band
belonging to the S1 S0 transition. The excited state dipole moment is thus

considerably smaller than the ground state dipole moment (2.334 Debye), in

line with an interpretation of the transition as being due to an nπ*.

7.2.2 Rotational Coherence Spectroscopy

Another complementary method for the determination of molecular structures

in different electronic states exists, which was established by Felker and

co-workers is called rotational coherence spectroscopy (RCS) [87], which

was in the last few years considerably improved by Riehn [88] and Leutwyler

[89, 90].

While the rotational resolution in the frequency domain experiments, is

achieved by limiting the spectral band width of the exciting light source,

RCS measures the time which a molecule needs for rotation per radian.

For large molecules, these times are at the order of a few picoseconds. Thus,

to measure the rotational recurrences of large molecules, exciting laser

pulses with picosecond or even subpicosecond duration are necessary. In

principle it should be possible to perform RCS measurements in an electric

field, which should then show altered recurrences of the coherently excited

molecules. Fourier transform of these spectra should then yield the dipole

moments of the two states. To our knowledge, these experiments have not

been performed yet.

8 EXCITED STATE DIPOLE MOMENTS FROM ROTATIONALLY
RESOLVED STARK SPECTROSCOPY

In the following we will give a survey of dipole moments of excited states,

which have been determined from rotationally resolved Stark spectroscopy

in the gas phase, see Table 1. After a short overview on the systems studied until

now, we will concentrate on several systems, which show interesting physical

and/or chemical properties.

The groups of Klemperer and later Lombardi were the first to implement gas

phase electronic Stark spectroscopy after excitation of the sample in a static gas

cell with a high-pressure mercury-xenon compact arc lamp and photographing

the spectrum after dispersion by a 10-m Echelle spectrograph. The first

polyatomic asymmetric rotor ever, investigated by Freeman and Klemperer

was the nπ* 3390 Å system of formaldehyde [34]. A series of compounds of

increasing size has been investigated, comprising nπ* states of propynal [91],

formylfluoride [92], difluoroazirine [93], and the ππ* states of fluorobenzene

[94], chlorobenzene [95], aniline [25], phenol [25], and styrene [96] (Fig. 9).
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TABLE 1 DipoleMoments of Molecules in Their Ground (μ00) and Electronically Excited States (μ0), Their Components μg on theMain

Inertial Axes g¼ a, b, c, the Difference of the Dipole Moment Δμ¼ μ0 �μ00, the Angle θ Between the Ground and Excited State Dipole

Moment Vector, and the Nature of the Electronically Excited State From Electronic Stark Spectroscopy in the Gas Phase

μ00 μ00a μ00b μ00c μ0 μ0a μ0b μ0c Δμ θ Nat. Ref.

4-Aminobenzoic acid 3.3 3.12 1.2 0 4.4 4.21 1.3 0 +1.1 4 ππ* [104]

2-Aminobenzonitrile 4.1 3.6 1.9 0 4.8 3.4 3.4 0 +0.7 17 ππ* [105, 106]

3-Aminobenzonitrile 4.9 4.8 1.2 0 6.8 6.8 0 0 +1.9 14 ππ* [105, 106]

4-Aminobenzonitrile 6.41 6.41 0.0 0 7.20 7.20 0.0 0 +0.81 0 ππ* [106]

cis-3-Aminophenol 2.3 1.77 1.5 0 3.3 2.94 1.5 0 +1.0 13 ππ*(La/Lb) [103]

trans-3-Aminophenol 0.7 0.57 0.5 0 1.7 1.70 0.1 0 +1.0 38 ππ*(La/Lb) [103]

Aniline 1.13 1.13 0 0 2.80 2.80 0 0 +1.77 0 ππ*(Lb) [103, 106]

7-Azaindole 1.59 1.45 0.65 0 2.30 2.23 0.55 0 +0.71 10 ππ* [110, 111]

Benzonitrile 4.48 4.48 0 0 4.57 4.57 0 0 +0.09 0 ππ* [106]

5-Cyanoindole 7.14 6.96 1.59 0 8.17 8.01 1.62 0 +1.03 1 ππ*(La) [117]

Difluorodiazirine 0 0 0 0 1.5 – – – +1.5 – nπ* [93]

1,3-Dimethoxybenzene 1.19 1.15 0.31 0 1.42 1.25 0.68 0 +0.33 14 ππ*(Lb) [118]

Fluorobenzene 1.66 1.66 0 0 1.96 1.96 0 0 +0.30 0 ππ*(Lb) [94]

4-Fluoroindole 3.41 2.62 2.19 0 2.99 2.39 1.8 0 �0.42 13 ππ*(Lb) [119]

5-Fluoroindole 3.62 3.27 1.56 0 3.32 3.14 1.07 0 �0.30 7 ππ*(Lb) [117]

6-Fluoroindole 2.51 2.47 0.44 0 3.38 3.31 0.69 0 +0.87 2 ππ*(Lb) [119]
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1-Fluoronaphthalene 1.41 0.62 1.26 0 1.38 0.52 1.28 0 �0.03 4 ππ*(Lb) [101]

2-Fluoronaphthalene 1.66 1.56 0.58 0 1.54 1.46 0.49 0 �0.12 2 ππ*(La) [102]

Formaldehyde 2.34 2.34 0 0 1.56 1.56 0 0 �0.70 0 nπ* [34]

Formylfluoride 2.02 0.60 1.93 0 2.6 1.66 2.0 0 +0.6 22 nπ* [92]

anti-5-Hydroxyindole 2.15 2.14 0.18 0 1.54 1.53 0.17 0 �0.61 2 ππ*(Lb) [117]

Indole 1.96 1.37 1.40 0 1.86 1.56 1.01 0 �0.11 13 ππ*(Lb) [108]

Indole-H2O 4.4 4.2 1.2 0 4.0 3.9 0.9 0 �0.4 14 ππ*(Lb) [108]

Indole-NH3 4.8 4.69 1.1 0 4.7 4.53 1.1 0 �0.1 0 ππ*(Lb) [120]

anti-4-Methoxyindole 0.99 0.82 0.56 0 0.27 0 0.27 0 �0.72 55 ππ* [121]

anti-5-Methoxyindole 1.59 1.53 0.42 0 1.14 0.41 1.06 0 �0.45 53 ππ*(Lb) [36]

syn-6-Methoxyindole 2.89 0.22 2.88 0 3.46 0.24 3.43 0 +0.57 0 ππ* [121]

cis-2-Naphthol 1.01 0.34 0.95 0 1.17 0.16 1.16 0 +0.16 12 ππ* [113]

trans-2-Naphthol 1.36 0.38 1.31 0 1.44 1.03 1.01 0 +0.08 29 ππ* [122]

cis-2-Naphthol-NH3 3.89 2.56 2.93 0 4.94 3.76 3.21 0 +1.03 8 ππ* [113]

cis-2-Naphthol-H2O 4.00 3.11 2.51 0 4.66 4.09 2.23 0 +0.66 10 ππ* [122]

Phenol 1.28 0.13 1.27 0 1.30 0.29 1.27 0 +0.02 7 ππ*(Lb) [103]

N-phenylcarbazole 1.54 0 1.54 0 1.90 0 1.90 0 +0.36 0 ππ* [116]

2-Phenylindole 2.08 1.66 1.17 0.45 5.0 4.97 �0.7 0.32 +3.92 43 ππ* [116]

1-Phenylpyrrole 1.56 �1.56 0 0 0.94 0.94 0 0 +2.50 180 ππ*(La/Lb) [115]

Propynal 2.46 2.39 0.6 0 0.7 0.7 0 0 �1.76 14 nπ* [91]
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TABLE 1 DipoleMoments of Molecules in Their Ground (μ0 0) and Electronically Excited States (μ0), Their Components μg on theMain

Inertial Axes g ¼ a, b, c, the Difference of the Dipole Moment Δμ=μ0-μ00, the Angle θ Between the Ground and Excited State Dipole

Moment Vector, and the Nature of the Electronically Excited State From Electronic Stark Spectroscopy in the Gas Phase—cont’d

μ00 μ00a μ00b μ00c μ0 μ0a μ0b μ0c Δμ θ Nat. Ref.

Tryptamine (GPyout) 1.60 0.60 1.33 0.56 1.40 0.10 1.26 0.46 �0.20 20 ππ*(Lb) [123]

Tryptamine (GPyup) 2.70 0.40 2.53 0.75 2.50 0.10 2.34 0.87 �0.20 7 ππ*(Lb) [123]

Tryptamine (Antiup) 2.60 0.70 2.38 0.63 2.50 0.30 2.34 0.66 �0.10 28 ππ*(Lb) [123]

Tryptamine (GPhup) 2.40 0.90 2.06 0.64 2.20 0.50 2.03 0.62 �0.20 9 ππ*(Lb) [123]
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However, due to the limited resolution in these experiments, very high electric

fields had to be applied to observe changes in the spectra.

The next step forward was the use of narrow-band single mode lasers as

excitation sources and the use of molecular beam techniques to improve the res-

olution and accuracy for the structure and dipole moment determinations. The

groups of David Pratt at the University of Pittsburgh, Achim Hese at the Tech-

nical University of Berlin, and the group ofMichael Schmitt at the University of

D€usseldorf performed rotationally resolved fluorescence spectroscopy in elec-

tric fields in order to determine molecular dipole moments of electronically

excited molecules.

Hese investigated cyclic aromatics like benzene [97], pyrazine [98] poly-

condensed aromatics like anthracene [99], pentacene [100], 1- and

2-fluoronaphthalene [101, 102] (cf. Fig. 10). The centro-symmetric benzene,

anthracene, and pentacene molecules posses no permanent dipole moments.

Thus, there is no first order Stark effect for these molecules. Upon application

of very high field strengths (Hese and co-workers applied up to 250 kV/cm), the

external field distorts the electron distribution in the molecule, which results in

an induced dipole moment and to the occurrence of spectral shifts, that are qua-

dratically depending on the field strength. The evaluation allows for a

Formaldehyde

Fluorobenzene Chlorobenzene Aniline Phenol Styrene Indole

Formylfluoride Propynal Difluorodiazirine

O O O

H H

F

F CI OHNH2
CH2

F

FH
H H

H

N

N

N

FIG. 9 Overview of molecules that have been investigated with electronic Stark spectroscopy in

the Lombardi group.

N

N

F

F

Benzene Pyrazine 1-Fluoronaphthalene 2-Fluoronaphthalene

Anthracene Pentacene

FIG. 10 Overview of molecules that have been investigated with electronic Stark spectroscopy in

the Hese group.
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determination of the static polarizabilities of these molecules in both electronic

states. In contrast to the vector quantity dipole moment, the polarizabilities are

tensors, which measure the flexibility of the electron’s density distribution in

the molecules.

In the Pratt group different substituted aromatics, like aniline [28];

substituted anilines (3-aminophenol [103], p-aminobenzoic acid [104], 2-, 3-,

and 4-aminobenzonitrile [105, 106]); benzonitrile [106]; clusters of benzonitrile

with water, ammonia, methanol, and acetonitrile [107]; indole [108]; clusters of

indole with water [108] and ammonia [109]; 7-azaindole [110, 111]; and some

conformers of tryptamine [112] have been studied. Furthermore, charge-

transfer complexes like β-naphthole [113], β-naphthole-ammonia [113],

β-naphthole-water [114], and various phenyl substituted heterocyclic aromatics

(1-phenylpyrrole [115], 2-phenylindole, and N-phenylcarbazole [116]) were

investigated. The structures of the molecules are summarized in Fig. 11.

The group of Schmitt concentrates on excited state dipole moments of

substituted indoles. Systems for which dipole moments are reported comprise

4-, 5-, and 6-methoxyindole, 5-cyanoindole, 5-hydroxyindole, and

5-fluoroindole. The structures of the molecules are summarized in Fig. 12.

8.1 The Additivity of Excited State Dipole Moments

A successful concept in chemistry derives the dipole moments of molecules by

vectorial addition of individual bond dipole moments. Fig. 13 shows an

N
H N N

H
N
H

NH2

Indole 7-Azaindole Tryptamine

CN

Benzonitrile Benzonitrile cluster Indole cluster

3-Aminophenol

NH2 NH2

OH

NH2

Aniline

NH2

OHO

p-Aminobenzoic acid

NH2

CN

NH2

CN

NH2

CN

2-, 3-, 4-Aminobenzonitrile

H2O

NH3

CH3OH

CH3CN

+
H2O
NH3

+

OH

β-Naphthol cluster

H2O
NH3

+ N

N
H

β-Naphthol 1-Phenylpyrrole 2-Phenylindole N-Phenylcarbazole

N

FIG. 11 Overview of molecules that have been investigated with electronic Stark spectroscopy in

the Pratt group.
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example of how the vectorial addition of the two OH bond dipoles sums up of

the dipole moment of water. Each O-H bond dipole adds 1.5 Debye to the

total dipole moment. With an angle on 104.5° between the bond dipoles, the

resulting dipole moment of the water molecule is calculated as

μ¼ 2ð1:5 DÞcosð104:5°=2Þ¼ 1:84 D, cf. Fig. 13. This value is close to the

experimentally determined value of 1.8546 D [124]. Using an OH distance in

water of 0.96 Å the charges at the oxygen and hydrogen atoms can be calculated

to q(O) ¼ �0.66e and q(H) ¼ +0.33e. Following the convention in chemistry,

that for molecules the dipole moment is drawn from the center of the positive to

the center of the negative charge (contrary to the definition in physics), a picture

like on the right-hand side of Fig. 13 emerges. The small “plus” in the vector of

the right-hand side reminds us, that the direction of the dipole moment is from

plus to minus (chemical convention). This is maintained throughout the follow-

ing paragraphs. We also shift the dipole vectors from their center of charge,

wherever it is necessary for sake of clarity.

Other textbook examples are the determination of the dipole moments of

multiply substituted benzene derivatives, from the known dipole moments of

1.5 D 1.5 D

H H

O

1.84 D

FIG. 13 Vectorial addition of the dipole moment of water from the individual O-H bond dipoles.
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FIG. 12 Overview of molecules that have been investigated with electronic Stark spectroscopy in

the Schmitt group.
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the individual singly substituted compounds. Fluorobenzene has a ground state

dipole moment of 1.66 Debye [94]. The two C-F bonds in 1,2-difluorobenzene

form an angle α of 66°. Vectorial addition leads to a dipole moment of

μ12¼ 2cosðα=2Þ � μ¼ 2:71 Debye. The experimental value, determined from

microwave spectroscopy is 2.59 Debye [125]. For the 1,3-disubstituted com-

pound (α ¼ 120°) one obtains μ13 ¼ 1.66 Debye in fair agreement to the exper-

imental value of 1.51 Debye [125]. The opposing (equal) dipole moments of the

C-F bonds in 1,4-difluorobenzene cause a zero dipole moment as observed in

the experiment. Deviations from perfect vector additivity in the electronic

ground state can be attributed to inductive effects on neighboring bonds, which

cancel out in the case of inversion symmetry (Fig. 14).

What happens, if the two substituents are different? Reese et al. [103] stud-

ied the two different rotamers of 3-aminophenol, shown in Fig. 15. On the right

and left side of Fig. 15 the mono-substituted compounds phenol and aniline,

along with the orientations of their dipole moments are shown. The red arrows

1.47 D

1.47 D

1.47 D

2.55 D

FIG. 14 Vectorial addition of the C-F bond dipoles to yield the dipole moments of o-, m-, and

p-difluorobenzene.

Phenol (I) Phenol (II) trans-3-Aminophenol cis-3-Aminophenol Aniline

FIG. 15 Dipole moment vectors of trans- and cis-3-aminophenol and of the monosubstituted con-

stituents phenol and aniline. The red arrows (solid lines) gives the dipole moment in the electronic

ground state, the blue arrows (dotted lines) in the lowest excited singlet state.
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(solid lines in the print version) gives the dipole moment in the electronic

ground state, the blue arrows (dotted lines in the print version) in the lowest

excited singlet state.

The first observation is, that the absolute ground state dipole moments of the

cis and trans rotamers are very different. Vectorial addition immediately shows,

that for the trans rotamer the dipole moments of phenol and aniline in the ground

state just line up to give a larger dipolemoment than of any of the constituents. In

case of the cis rotamer, the aniline and phenol dipole moments have opposing

directions and partially cancel out each other. For the ground state dipole

moments, vector addition leads to qualitatively correct results, as can be seen

for the red vectors in Fig. 15. Taking the vector components of phenol and ani-

line along the inertial a and b axes, which are given in Table 1 and rotating them
into a common inertial axes system, one obtains a value of 2.35 Debye for the cis
rotamer and of 0.76 Debye for the trans rotamer. Both values are in excellent

agreement with the experimentally determined values of 2.3 and 0.7 Debye.

Turning now to the electronically excited state, surprisingly, the vector addi-

tion of the S1 state dipole moments (blue arrows in Fig. 15) fail. Using vector

addition of the phenol and aniline S1 dipole moments, the results are 4.065 and

2.049 Debye for the cis and the trans rotamer, respectively. Unlike the ground

state values, the agreement with the experimental values (3.3 and 1.7 Debye) is

not satisfying. However, they agree qualitatively. Still, the dipole moment of the

cis rotamer is larger than that of the trans rotamer, like in the electronic ground

state but the deviations are large (0.6 and 0.3 Debye, respectively).

If, in a naive picture, the transition dipole moments of both constituents,

aniline and phenol would contribute equally to the excited state of 3-

aminophenol, than they should also add up vectorially [103]. This is not

observed, as shown in Fig. 16. The reason for the nonadditivity of dipole

and transition dipole moments can be found in mixing of the electronically

excited states of 3-aminophenol. While the first electronically excited states

of both phenol and aniline are pure Lb states
7 (their transition dipole moment

intersects the bonds), the lowest two singlet states, Lb and La of trans- and

FIG. 16 Transition dipole moment vectors of phenol, trans-, cis-3-aminophenol, and aniline.

7. The La and Lb notation has been introduced by Platt for cata-condensed aromatic hydrocarbons

[126]. The labeling scheme has later been extended to indoles by Weber [127]. One has to keep in

mind however, that for molecules without twofold rotation axis along the long inertial axis of the

molecule, the meaningfulness of this nomenclature is doubtful.
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cis-3-aminophenol are mixed. The La state has its transition dipole moment run-

ning though the atoms, cf. Fig. 16.

For benzene these two states are strictly degenerate and for substituents, that

are located on one of the inertial axes (like phenol or aniline) they are quaside-

generate. However, introducing a second substituent inmeta position to the first
rotates the inertial system, leading to an “off-axis” substitution that mixes the

excited states. Thus, the excited state dipole moment of 3-aminophenol is attrib-

uted to an electronically different excited state (mixed La/Lb), than the one of the
components (Lb) [103].

The question arises, if this additivity of dipole moments also works for

substituted chromophores, in which the chromophore itself has a dipole moment

and for electronically excited states of largermoleculeswith possible interactions

of the substituents. A chromophore, which has a permanent dipole in both elec-

tronic states by itself is indole. As first system, we will focus on the dipole

moments of 5-methoxyindole. Pratt an co-workers determined thedipolemoment

of indole to be 1.963 Debye in the ground state and 1.856 Debye in the electron-

ically excited S1 state [108]. The dipole moment vectors are oriented as shown in

Fig. 17. The red arrow gives the dipolemoment in the electronic ground state, the

blue (dotted line in theprint version) in the lowest excited singlet state.Theexcited

state dipole vector is rotated by 13° with respect to the ground state vector.
If we now add the methoxy group in 5-position, the dipole moments of the

indole chromophore and the methoxy substituent should also add up vectorially.

The methoxy group dipole moment is obtained from the incremental values of

0.86 D for the C-O bond dipole and of 1.16 D for the H3C-O group dipole

moment, with an C-O-C angle of 108° [128]. Subtracting the so calculated

dipole moment vector of the methoxy group from the experimentally deter-

mined anti-5MOI ground state dipole moment vector should result in the dipole

moment vector of unsubstituted indole. The result is shown in Fig. 18.

The orange difference vector (μ
!S0
indole¼ μ

!S0
5MOI� μ

!
methoxy) has indeed the cor-

rect direction of the indole dipole moment as shown in Fig. 17. The situation

FIG. 17 The dipole moment vectors of indole. The red arrow gives the dipole moment in the elec-

tronic ground state, the blue (dotted line in the print version) in the lowest excited singlet state.
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completely changes for the S1 state (lower half of Fig. 18) in which vector sub-

traction of μ
!S1

5MOI and μ
!
methoxy leads to a vector, which is both in direction and

size, completely different from the S1 state dipole moment vector of indole,

shown in Fig. 17.

5-Methoxyindole, indole, and themethoxygrouphaveplanar symmetry in the

electronic ground state. Thus, the additivity for the dipole moment increments in

this state is not surprising.Actually,off-axis substitution violates the original con-
dition of Platt (at least C2-symmetry) for classification as La or Lb states. In our

case, the energetic difference between La and Lb state is much smaller in indole

than in 5-methoxyindole. Therefore, it can be argued that for indole the excited

states mix to a higher extent. Since the La state has a higher dipole moment than

the Lb state and a different orientation, the resulting excited state dipole moment

depends strongly on the composition of the excited state. This different amount of

La/Lb mixing in indole and 5-methoxyindole is then the reason for the nonaddi-

tivity of the dipole moments in the excited state. Another reason for the nonad-

ditivity of the dipole moments in the excited state might be that 5-methoxyindole

shows a considerable participation of charge transfer character in the S1 state,

which is not present in indole. We will come back to this point later.

In many molecules it is possible to determine the direction of the transition

dipole moment from the frontier orbitals. However, when strong σ (inductive)

effects govern the electron density distribution after excitation, great care has to

be taken, not to overstress the fundamental rules, which are based on electron

density effects in the π-space in case of the frontier orbitals.

Ground state

Excited state

FIG. 18 Left: experimental dipole moment vector of indole (dashed line) and dipole moment

increment vector of the OCH3 group (straight line) for the electronic ground state (upper half )

and for the excited state (lower half ). Right: vector subtraction of the dipole moment vector of

5-methoxyindole (dotted line) and the dipole moment increment vector of the OCH3 group (straight

line) resulting in the ground state dipole vector of indole (dashed line). For the excited state, the

vector subtraction of the dipole moment vector of 5-methoxyindole (dash-dotted line) and the dipole

moment increment vector of the OCH3 group (straight line), results in a vector different from the

excited state dipole vector of indole (dashed line).
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Fig. 19 shows a plot of the CC2/cc-pVTZ calculated S1� S0 electron density
differences. Orange contours indicate regions with loss of electron density, green

contours indicate gain of electron density. The charge redistribution upon elec-

tronic excitation shows a net charge flow from the pyrrole to the benzene ring

as in comparable 5-substituted indoles [129]. The large effect of the methoxy sub-

stituent is readily to be seen from Fig. 19. The methoxy π-electron density

decreases, because it is shifted into the chromophore upon electronic excitation.

Similar shifts of electron density into the aromatic ring upon excitation are

observed for phenol [130] and for anisole [131]. On the other hand, the σ-density
at the oxygen atom of the methoxy group increases upon electronic excitation.

There is an opposite charge density change observed for the σ-electrons compared

to the π electrons also for some of the carbon and nitrogen atoms in the indole

chromophore. Other atoms show only density changes for the π-electrons. Since
the density changes in the σ-electron space are not contained in the picture of

frontier orbitals, which all belong to the π-space, the direction of the transition

dipole moment in these kind of molecule cannot be determined in a straightfor-

ward manner like for smaller or for more symmetric molecules.

A deeper insight into dipole moment additivities requires the comparison of

the influence of different substituents at the same position on the excited state

dipole moments. In a study on different 5-substituted indoles Wilke et al. [117]

performed electronic Stark measurements on 5-fluoroindole, 5-hydroxyindole,

5-cyanoindole, and 5-methoxyindole. As shown earlier, the dipole moment of

the indole chromophore and the dipole moment of the methoxy group can be

added vectorially to yield the ground state dipole moment of anti-5MOI

[36], but fails for the excited state. The success of this model depends critically

on the mutual influence of the fragment dipole moments. In the following, we

will investigate if this behavior is common to substituted indoles and in which

cases the model will fail.

FIG. 19 Electron density difference plot for 5-methoxyindole. Orange contours indicate regions

with loss of electron density, green contours indicate gain of electron density.
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Thehydroxygroup, themethoxygroup, and the fluorine atomdonate electron

density to the conjugated π-systems through mesomeric effects (+M), while the

mesomerically withdrawing (-M) cyano group decrease the electron density.

Additionally, all substituents are exerting an inductive electron withdrawing

(-I) effect. In order to get a more quantitative overview, a natural bond orbital

(NBO) analysis [132] in the ground and lowest excited state has been performed

for all substitutedmolecules including indole itself. Thedifferences of the natural

charges between the ground and the lowest electronically excited state were cal-

culated and are shown in Fig. 20. For the parent molecule indole, an excitation

from the ground to the lowest excited state leads to a charge migration of 0.06

electron charges from the pyrrole to the phenyl ring. This value is halved by

the addition of a hydroxyl group. Simultaneously, the substituent donates elec-

trondensity toward the chromophoreof about 0.10electron charges and increases

the electron density inside the phenyl ring. The amount of charge which is

donated from the substituent upon excitation varies depending on the substituent.

In the case of 5-fluoroindole and 5-cyanoindole the direction of charge

migration from the pyrrole to the phenyl ring is the same as in indole. Further-

more, the effect of the substituents on the π-system is significantly smaller than

for 5-hydroxyindole and 5-methoxyindole. All substituents with the exception

of 5-cyanoindole are donating electron density upon excitation from the ground

to the lowest electronically excited state. Thus, we postulate that the additivity-

model fails when the flow of electron density from the substituent is opposed

to that inside the indole chromophore. This is observed for 5-hydroxyindole,

5-methoxyindole in their S1-states. When the effect is weak or the substituent

supports the natural charge migration inside the bare chromophore, the model

also works in the excited state. This is the case for 5-fluoroindole and

5-cyanoindole.

8.2 The Direction of Excited State Dipole Moments

Table 1 gives the dipole moments in ground and electronically excited state

along with the angles between the dipole moments, calculated from the ground

and excited state components onto the main inertial axes. Most of the molecules

N
H

HO

0.03 e

0.09 e +–

5-Hydroxyindole

N
H

0.06 e

+ –

Indole

N
H

F

0.06 e

0.03 e +–

5-Fluoroindole

N
H

NC

0.06 e

0.03 e +–

5-Cyanoindole*

FIG. 20 Charge migrations upon excitation (ΔðqS1 �qS0 Þ) between the pyrrole and phenyl ring of
the indole chromophore along with the influence of the respective substituents, calculated with a

natural bond orbital analysis at (SCS)*-CC2/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Blue-colored (straight lines

in the print version) aromatic rings or substituents indicate that the respective fragment gain electron

density due to the electronic excitation and for red-colored (dotted lines in the print version)

dashed aromatic rings or substituents the electron density decreases.
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show changes of the dipole orientations larger than 10°. Thus, one of the central
approximations in the application of the Lippert-Mataga equation is often vio-

lated in real systems. The most extreme cases will be highlighted in the follow-

ing sections.

8.2.1 1-Phenylpyrrole: Reversal of the Dipole Moment by
Electronic Excitation

The determination of dipole moments of the ground state and the lowest elec-

tronically excited singlet state of 1-phenylpyrrole using electronic Stark spec-

troscopy in the group of Pratt showed the surprising result that the dipole

moment reverses its direction upon electronic excitation [115].

1-Phenylpyrrole has a twisted structure in the ground state, with a dihedral angle

between the benzene and the pyrrole rings of approximately 20°. In the excited
state the inertial defect8 of the molecule is considerably smaller, showing that

1-phenylpyrrole is more planar in the excited state.

This structural finding already rules out that a TICT state9 is responsible for

the long wavelength shoulder in observed in the fluorescence spectrum in ace-

tonitrile [133].

Stark spectroscopy cannot determine the absolute sign of the dipole moment

components10. However, the intensities are sensitive to the relative signs of the

dipole moments and this results in different Stark patterns. In the present case,

this means, that (+/+) and (�/�) orientations give rise to identical spectra,

which are different from (+/�) and (�/+) combinations. Fig. 21 shows the result

of the dipole moment determination from the electronic Stark spectra. While for

FIG. 21 Dipole moments in the ground state (left) and the lowest excited singlet state (right)

of 1-phenylpyrrole.

8. The inertial defect is a measure for the nonplanarity of a molecule in a given electronic state, and

is defined as: ΔI ¼ IC �IA �IB. For a planar molecule it is close to zero.

9. The acronym TICT stands for twisted intramolecular charge transfer. It is quite common for mol-

ecules that are composed of an electron donor and an electron acceptor part, which are connected by

a single bond. Upon electronic excitation the molecule undergoes a fast charge-transfer, which is

accompanied by a twisting of the two parts of the molecule into a perpendicular arrangement. In

polar solvents emission from this TICT state has a characteristic strong red-shift.

10. This is due to the fact, that only the projection of J onto the external (Z) axis can be determined.
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the twisted ground state, a dipole moment of 1.56 Debye is found, which is

directed from the positive center of charge at the benzene ring to the pyrrole

ring, the dipole moment in the excited state decreases to 0.94 Debye and

reverses its orientation. This absolute change of 2.5 Debye is equivalent to a

shift of approximately 0.15 electron charges from the pyrrole ring to the ben-

zene ring, whose centers of mass are separated by 3.6 Å [115].

It is probable, that the excited state in this case is not a pure Lb electronic
state, but results from a mixed local/charge transfer excitation from vibronic

coupling to the higher-lying La-state [115, 134]. However, the orientation of

the transition dipole moment in 1-phenylpyrrole is located in the plane of the

benzene moiety, perpendicular to the long axis of the molecule and twisted

by 21°, cf. Fig. 22 as deduced by Thomas et al. [115] from a hybrid character

of the zero-field spectrum of 1-phenylpyrrole, consisting of 87.5% b-type and
12.5% c-type, without any a-type character.

Such a localization of the transition moment in the benzene moiety and its

orientation, intersecting the bonds of the benzene moiety, point clearly to a pure

Lb electronic state.

8.2.2 Methoxyindole: Excited State Dipole Moments of Different
Rotamers

The indole chromophore has four possible substitution positions in the benzene

moiety and three more in the pyrrolic ring. Electronic properties of the excited

states are not only governed by the nature of the substituents, but also strongly

by its position.

This has been shown in several studies from our group [36, 119, 121]. For

methoxyindole each conformer has two possible orientations of the methoxy

group, leading to syn and anti rotamers, according to the methyl orientation with

respect to the pyrrolic N-atom, cf. Fig. 23.

But even this slight geometry change can have a strong influence on the sta-

bilities and further molecular properties of the conformers.

FIG. 22 Two different perspectives of the transition dipole moments orientation in

1-phenylpyrrole. The direction of view in the right figure is from the benzene ring onto the

pyrrole ring.
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For the three experimentally observed conformers of methoxyindole, the

dipole moments in the ground state can be constructed by vectorial addition

of the anisole dipole moment [135] and the indole dipole moment [108]. In

all three conformers, the agreement between the vectorially added and the

experimental dipole moments is close. The results of the vector additions are

shown in Fig. 24.

Surprisingly, not all six possible rotamers are observed in molecular beam

experiments but only three of them. For the 4- and 5-methoxyindole con-

formers, only the anti rotamer is observed, while for 6-methoxyindole, the

syn rotamer is the only one present in the molecular beam spectra. Inspection

of the excited state dipole moments of the observed rotamers shows, that the

dipole moments of the excited states of the anti rotamers decrease by about half

of a Debye, while that of the syn rotamer increases by approximately the same

amount. Even more surprising than the magnitude of the dipole moments are the

changes of the orientations of the dipole moments. According to Table 1 the

angle between the ground and excited state dipoles is more than 50° for the anti
rotamers and 0° for the syn rotamer.

anti 4MOI anti 5MOI syn 6MOI

FIG. 24 Vector addition of the indole and the anisole dipole moments and the resulting dipole

vectors for syn-6-methoxyindole and for anti-4-methoxyindole and anti-5-methoxyindole.

anti 5MOI anti 6MOI

syn 4MOI syn 5MOI syn 6MOI

anti 4MOI

FIG. 23 Syn- and anti-rotamers of 4-, 5-, and 6-methoxyindole.
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8.3 State Labeling Using Excited State Dipole Moments

Different electronically excited states have different electron density distribu-

tions and therefore differ in magnitude and orientation of their dipole moments.

Especially for molecules, which have very close-lying electronically excited

states, the determination of dipole moments may help in the classification of

the excited state. The emission properties of the aromatic amino acid tryptophan

critically depend on the polarity of the local surrounding [136]. The photophy-

sics of the aromatic amino acid tryptophan is governed by their lowest two

excited singlet states, which are labeled according to Platt’s scheme [126] as

La and Lb states. They differ in the orientation of the transition dipole moment,

which therefore has been used in numerous studies both in gas phase [137–142],
as well as in condensed phase [143–145] for an assignment of observed spectral

features to a specific excited state. However, there is a strong caveat, since only
the projection of the transition dipole moment on the main inertial axes can be

determined. This leads to an inherent uncertainty, which only can be resolved

with further experiments or by comparison to theory. However, while the geom-

etries and static dipoles for each state can be calculated with state of the art

quantum chemical calculations, the angle and magnitude of the transition dipole

moment has much larger computational uncertainties. Since the La state has a
much larger permanent dipole moment compared to the Lb state, determination

of excited state dipole moments can be utilized for a state labeling in

difficult cases.

8.3.1 Cyanoindole

The nitrile group in 5-cyanoindole has a very strong positive mesomeric effect

and resulting from that a high dipole moment already in the electronic ground

state. The large dipole moment of 5-cyanoindole leads to large spectral Stark

shifts, as can be seen in Fig. 25. Already for moderate field strengths of

200 V/cm the spectrum changes completely from the zero-field spectrum

[117]. The fit to the ΔM ¼ 0 spectrum in Fig. 25 yields an excited state dipole

moment of 8.17 Debye, which is 1.03 Debye larger than in the electronic

ground state.

Table 2 collects the properties of the ground and lowest two excited singlet

states of 5-cyanoindole, calculated at their respective minimum geometries

using spin component scaled approximate coupled cluster singles and doubles

model (CC2) employing the resolution-of-the-identity approximation (RI)

[146–148]. Given are the main contributions to the excited states, the oscillator

strengths f, the transition dipole moment orientations θ with respect to the iner-
tial a-axis, the adiabatic excitation energies ν0 in cm�1, and the permanent

dipole moments μ in Debye. 5-Cyanoindole has a very high dipole moment

of 7.1 D already in the electronic ground state, resulting from the push/pull

properties of the NH/CN groups. In the S1 state the dipole moment increases

moderately to 8.1 D, while for the S2 state a large permanent dipole of

10.1 D is calculated. For this state, the permanent dipole moment is oriented
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nearly exactly along the inertial a-axis (cf. angle θD in Table 2), while the dipole

moment of the S1 state is tilted by 13° with respect to the a-axis and that of the
ground state is rotated by 16°.

The adiabatically lowest S1 state is characterized by 0:56ðHOMO!
LUMOÞ � 0:51ðHOMO � 1! LUMOÞ + 0:44ðHOMO �1! LUMO +1Þ +
0:42ðHOMO!LUMO+1Þ excitation (cf. Fig. 26). The S2-state is comprised

5Cl, 197.53 V/cm, ΔM = 0

5Cl, 0 V/cm

rel.frequency / MHz

Experiment

Experiment

Simulation

Simulation

−12,000 −11,000 −10,000 −9000 −8000 −7000 −6000

FIG. 25 Zero-field and Stark spectra of 5-cyanoindole in a molecular beam.

TABLE 2 SCS-CC2 Calculated Properties of the Ground and Lowest Two

Electronically Excited States of 5-Cyanoindole at Their Respective Minimum

Geometries

State S0 S1 S2

– +0:56HOMO! LUMO 0:77HOMO! LUMO

Main – �0:51HOMO�1! LUMO +0:44HOMO�1! LUMO

Contributions – +0:44H�1! L + 1 �0:29H! L+ 1

– +0:42HOMO! LUMO+1 �0:26HOMO�2! LUMO

ν0/cm
�1 – 34,811 37,002

f – 0.01 0.03

θ/° – 9.4 65.1

μ/D 7.1 8.1 10.1

θD/° 15.8 12.9 3.0
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of 0:77ðHOMO!LUMOÞ+ 0:44ðHOMO�1!LUMOÞ�0:29ðHOMO!
LUMO+1Þ�0:26ðHOMO�2!LUMOÞ. The excitation to both states is

therefore heavily mixed and the second excited singlet state is accompanied

by a considerable charge migration from the indolic NH group to the

cyano group.

Thus, from the comparison of both the transition dipole moment and the per-

manent excited state dipole moments, it can be concluded that the lowest

excited singlet state of 5-cyanoindole is not a charge-transfer state, but a locally

excited state, which has mixed La/Lb character.

8.4 Comparison of Excited StateDipoleMoments FromGas Phase
and Condensed Phase Experiments

The collection of excited state dipole moments, determined from rotationally

resolved Stark spectra helps in the evaluation of solvent-based methods, which

rely on spectral shifts. Unfortunately, the number of investigations using the

Lippert-Mataga or similar approximations for small molecules, that have

already been studied with high resolution spectroscopic Stark methods is very

limited. Before we start with a detailed comparison of individual molecules we

will resume shortly the results of the gas-phase determinations of excited state

dipole moments with respect to approximations, that are used in the analysis of

solvent-induced shifts of the absorption and emission spectra.

LUMO

HOMO–1 HOMO

LUMO+1

FIG. 26 Contour plots of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals of

5-cyanoindole at the optimized S1 geometry from SCS-CC2/cc-pVTZ calculations, isosurface

value 0.03.
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Referring to Table 1, for most of the systems studied in the gas phase with

Stark spectroscopy, not only the magnitude of the dipole moment in both elec-

tronic states has been determined, but also their components on the main inertial

axes. From these components, the direction of the dipole moments can be deter-

mined, and hence also the angle that the ground and excited state dipole

moments make. These angles have variations between 0° (the direction of

the dipole remains unchanged upon excitation) and 180° (complete reversal

of the dipole moment). Of the 40 substances that have been listed in Table 1,

17 have angles larger than 10°. Thus, one important approximation in the der-

ivation of the Lippert-Mataga equation (and of the related equations by Bilot-

Kawski [149], Bakhshiev [150], and McRea [151] that the orientation of the

dipole moment remains unchanged during excitation is not fulfilled for nearly

half of the molecules.

A few of the molecules in Table 1 have two or more conformers, which are

separated by small (torsional) barriers, that are easily overcome in solution at

room temperature. While the dipole moments of the individual conformers in

the gas phase might be very different11, their dipole moments in solution

may be averaged partially over all torsional angles, depending on how fast

the reaction field follows the changing dipole moments.

Although, the basis for a comparison of the gas phase and the solution data is

quite narrow (cf. Table 3), it is obvious that in all cases the changes of the mag-

nitudes of dipole moments in solution exceeds that of Stark effect measurement

by a factor of 2 at least in some cases more than a factor of 10. This deviation can

be explained in many cases by field induced mixing of higher electronic states,

which have a larger dipole moment of the state to be observed. This field

induced mixing is caused by the huge electric fields of the Onsager reaction

field of the solvent. Solvents with smaller polarizability should therefore be

advantageous in principal.
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TABLE 3 Dipole Moments of Molecules in Their Ground (μ00) and Electronically Excited States (μ0) and Their Difference Δμ From

Electronic Stark Spectroscopy in the Gas Phase and From Solvatochromic or Thermochromic Shifts in Solution

Gas Phase Solution

μ00 μ0 Δμ θ Ref. μ00 Δμj j Ref. μ00 Δμ Ref.

4-Aminobenzoic acid 3.3 4.4 +1.1 4 [104] 2.94 3.4 [20]

Aniline 1.13 2.80 +1.77 0 [106] 3.5 [29] 1.53 0.84 [23]

5-Cyanoindole 7.14 8.17 +1.03 1 [117] – 7.98 [153]

Indole 1.96 1.86 �0.11 13 [108] 1.04 [154]

5-Methoxyindole 1.59 1.14 �0.45 53 [36] 1.1 [155]

cis-2-Naphthol 1.01 1.17 +0.16 12 [113] 0.93 1.02 [156] 1.18 1.06 [156]

trans-2-Naphthol 1.36 1.44 +0.08 29 [122] 0.93 1.02 [156] 1.18 1.06 [156]
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